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The distorted spin-dependent spectral function of a nucleon inside an A=3 nucleus is introduced as
a novel tool for investigating the polarized electron scattering off polarized 3He in semi-inclusive DIS
regime (SiDIS), going beyond the standard plane wave impulse approximation. This distribution
function is applied to the study of the spectator SiDIS, ~3He(~e, e′ 2H)X, in order to properly take
into account the final state interaction between the hadronizing quark and the detected deuteron,
with the final goal of a more reliable extraction of the polarized parton-distribution g1(x) inside a
bound proton. Our analysis allows to single out two well-defined kinematical regions where the
experimental asymmetries could yield very interesting information: the region where the final state
effects can be minimized, and therefore the direct access to the parton distributions in the proton is
feasible, and the one where the final state interaction dominates, and the spectator SiDIS reactions
can elucidate the mechanism of the quark hadronization itself. The perspectives of extending our
approach i) to the mirror nucleus, 3H, for achieving a less model-dependent flavor decomposition,
and ii) to the asymmetries measured in the standard SiDIS reactions, ~e+ ~3He→ e′ + h+X with h
a detected fast hadron, with the aim of extracting the neutron transversity, are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS), i.e. the process A(l, l′)X , where a lepton
interacts with a hadronic target A and only the scattered lepton is detected, has been the
subject of intense experimental investigation in the last decades. Through these processes
it has become possible to describe the longitudinal (with respect to the direction of the high
energy beam) momentum and helicity distributions of the partons, in both proton (see, e.g.,
Refs. [1, 2]) and nuclear targets (see, e.g., Refs. [3–5]).
Despite of these efforts it is nowadays clear that the answers to a few crucial questions
can be hardly found through DIS experiments. Among them, we remind at least three chal-
lenging problems, which are related to the subject of this paper: i) the fully quantitative
explanation of the so-called EMC effect (i.e. the modification of the nucleon partonic struc-
ture due to the nuclear medium, observed long time ago [6]); ii) the solution of the so-called
“spin crisis”, i.e. the fact that the nucleon spin does not originate from only the spins of
its valence quarks, already reported in Ref. [7]; iii) the measurement of the chiral-odd
parton distribution function (PDF) called transversity (see, e.g., Refs. [8, 9] for an intro-
duction to this issue), related to the probability distribution to find a transversely-polarized
quark inside a transversely-polarized nucleon, that allows one to complete the leading-twist
description of a polarized nucleon, unfortunately not measurable in DIS.
To clarify the above mentioned problems, a new direction has been taken. Special efforts
on both experimental and theoretical sides have been focused on exclusive and semi-inclusive
deep inelastic (SiDIS) measurements, in order to go beyond the inclusive processes. In the
SiDIS reactions, besides the scattered lepton, a hadron is detected in coincidence, see Fig.1.
If the detected hadron is fast, one can expect that it originates from the fragmentation
of the active, highly off-mass-shell quark, after absorbing the virtual photon. Hence, the
detected hadron brings information about the motion of quarks in the parent nucleon before
interacting with the photon, and in particular on their transverse motion. Therefore,
through SiDIS reactions, one can access the so-called transverse momentum dependent
parton distributions (TMDs) (see, e.g., Ref. [8, 9]) establishing a framework where one can
develop new tools for gathering a wealth of information on the partonic dynamics, more
rich than in the collinear case. For instance, beside the main issue of TMDs, one should
remind that the detected hadron carries also information on the hadronization mechanism,
itself. The SiDIS cross sections can be parametrized, at leading twist, by six parton
distributions; this number reduces to three in DIS and increases to eight once the so-called
time-reversal odd TMDs are considered [8]. In view of this, SiDIS reactions play a crucial
role for addressing the issue of the chiral-odd transversity, since it is necessary to flip
the quark chirality for observing this TMD. Finally, it should be emphasized that in order
to experimentally investigate the wide field of TMDs, one should measure cross-section
asymmetries, using different combinations of beam and target polarizations (see, e.g., Ref.
[10]). Moreover, to make complete the study of TMDs one should achieve a sound flavor
decomposition, that can be obtained once neutron data become available. To this end, it
should be pointed out that the investigation of the neutron content is highly favored by
choosing a polarized 3He as a target, as discussed in detail in what follows.
As it is well known, free neutron targets are not available and nuclei have to be used
as effective neutron targets. Due to its peculiar spin structure (see, e.g., Ref. [11]), po-
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larized 3He has been used extensively in DIS studies. In particular, procedures to extract
the neutron spin-dependent structure functions from 3He data, taking properly into ac-
count the Fermi-motion and binding effects, have been proposed and successfully applied
[12]. Such a detailed description of the target nucleus was accomplished in plane wave
impulse approximation (PWIA) by using the so-called spin-dependent spectral function,
whose diagonal elements yield the probability distribution to find a nucleon with a given
momentum, missing energy and polarization inside the nucleus. It is worth noting that,
within PWIA, accurate 3He spin-dependent spectral functions, based on realistic few-body
calculations (for both the target nucleus and the spectator pair in the final state), have been
built in the last twenty years [13–16]. It is very important to notice that the spin-dependent
spectral function contains two contributions: one does not depend upon the polarization of
the target nucleus, SA, and the other does. This is the term that enters the description of
the asymmetries of the cross sections we are going to investigate, and for the sake of brevity
we call it spin-dependent contribution.
The question whether similar procedures, based on the PWIA spectral function, can be
extended to SiDIS is of great relevance, due to several experiments that exploit a polarized
3He target (see, e.g., Ref. [17]), for investigating the transverse degrees of freedom of the
neutron. For instance, a wide interest has arisen about the possibility to measure, using
transversely polarized 3He, azimuthal single-spin asymmetries of the neutron, which are
sensitive to i) the so-called time-reversal odd TMDs (such as the Sivers [18] and Boer-
Mulders [19] functions) and ii) fragmentation functions (such as the Collins function [20]).
Indeed, it is the existence of final state interactions (FSI) at leading twist that allows for
time-reversal odd TMDs [21]. The first measurements of these functions, obtained through
SiDIS off transversely polarized proton and deuteron targets, have produced a puzzling
experimental scenario [22, 23]. Therefore, with the aim of extracting the neutron information
to shed some light on the problem, a measurement of SiDIS off transversely polarized 3He
has been addressed [24], and an experiment, planned to measure azimuthal asymmetries in
the production of leading π± from transversely polarized 3He, has been already completed
at Jefferson Lab (JLab), with a beam energy of 6 GeV [25]. Notice that a new experiment
has been planned and it will be soon performed after completing the 12 GeV upgrade [26].
In view of these experimental efforts, a realistic PWIA analysis of SiDIS off transversely
polarized 3He has been presented in Ref. [27]. A spin-dependent spectral function [16],
corresponding to the nucleon-nucleon AV18 interaction [28], has been used for a realistic
description of the nuclear dynamics and the crucial issue of extracting the neutron infor-
mation from 3He data has been discussed. It was found that for SiDIS reactions, where
both parton distributions and fragmentation functions are involved, one can safely extend
a model-independent extraction procedure, based on the realistic evaluation of the proton
and neutron polarizations in 3He [12] and widely used in inclusive DIS, given its ability to
take into account effectively the momentum and energy distributions of the polarized bound
nucleons in 3He.
However, in a SiDIS process the effect of FSI cannot be neglected “a priori” and it needs to
be seriously investigated. This will be the aim of the present paper, where a distorted spin-
dependent spectral function is introduced, by applying a generalized eikonal approximation
(GEA), already successfully exploited for describing unpolarized SiDIS off nuclei [29].
Concerning the mechanism of SiDIS off nuclear targets, one can distinguish at least two,
rather different, sets of reactions:
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FIG. 1: One-photon exchange diagram for semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering processes ~A(~l, l′ h)X. The target
A can be either longitudinally or transversely polarized.
i) the most familiar, standard process, where the fast hadron is detected mostly in the
forward direction. This implies that the hadron was produced by the leading quark.
Therefore such reactions can be used to investigate TMDs inside the hit nucleon;
ii) the spectator SiDIS, in which there is no detection of any produced (fast) hadrons, while
the remaining, slow (A−1) nucleon system, acting as a spectator of the photon-nucleon
interaction, is detected.
It has been shown that spectator SiDIS can be very useful to investigate the unpolarized
deep inelastic structure functions F1,2(x) of a bound nucleon, and therefore to clarify the
origin of the EMC effect [29–34]. At the same time, this process can provide also useful
information on quark hadronization in medium, complementary to the ones obtained so far
by the analysis of the standard SiDIS process. Notably, including polarization degrees
of freedom would provide information on the spin-dependent structure functions g1,2(x) for
bound nucleons and, ultimately, on the origin of the polarized EMC effect.
From the theoretical point of view, an important observation is that in both processes,
the standard and spectator SiDISs, nuclear effects can be described by the same quantity: a
distorted spin-dependent spectral function, once FSI are taken into account. With respect to
the one governing the DIS reactions, this novel distribution function is a more complicated
object, since, besides the momentum, energy and polarization distributions of the nucleons
in 3He, it includes also effects of FSI between the produced particles. A thorough knowledge
of the distorted spin-dependent spectral function would allow one to reliably separate the
effects due to the nuclear structure from the ones involving TMDs, in the experimental
cross sections. Since nuclear effects are expected to be similar in both SiDIS reactions, the
spectral function and FSI effects will be studied by considering, as a first step, the simplest
process, i.e., the spectator SiDIS, described by only two structure functions of the nucleon.
Then, one can proceed with the more complicated and involved standard SiDIS, focusing on
the extraction of quark TMDs inside the neutron, i.e. the needed ingredients for making
complete the flavor decomposition.
Aim of our paper, is the evaluation of the distorted spin-dependent spectral function of
3He, taking into account, through a generalized eikonal approximation (see, e.g., Ref. [29]),
the FSI between the (A−1) spectator and the quark debris, produced after DIS off an inter-
nal nucleon, with given polarization. The application to the spectator SiDIS reaction, with
the detection of a deuteron in the final state, represents a first play-ground of our approach.
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As already mentioned, besides its pedagogical relevance, spectator SiDIS reactions could
provide unique information on the polarized EMC effect and on the hadronization mech-
anism of the quark debris during its propagation through the nuclear medium, depending
upon the kinematical region one chooses. In particular, once a final deuteron is detected,
one can extract information on the proton. To play the same game for the neutron, one
should consider a polarized 3H target, and still detecting a final deuteron. This SiDIS reac-
tion could seem out of the present range of experimental possibilities, but we cannot refrain
to mention that valuable achievements have been reached in the last decade in dealing with
such a difficult target, as demonstrated by the final approval (with scientific rating A) of
an experiment dedicated to DIS by a 3H target, at JLab [35]. Finally, it should be pointed
out that the generalization to other SiDIS processes is rather straightforward, even if very
heavy from the numerical-evaluation side, and it will be presented elsewhere [36].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the basic formalism for the
cross section, valid for any SiDIS process and define the main quantities relevant for the
calculations within the PWIA framework. In Section III, the spectator SiDIS reaction
~3He(~e, e′ 2H)X is investigated in detail, i) introducing the distorted spin-dependent spectral
function, that represents the main ingredient of our method for implementing FSI effects,
through a generalized eikonal approximation, and ii) adopting an effective cross section
obtained from a model of hadronization of the quark debris. In Section IV, numerical
results for the components of the spin-dependent spectral function, both in PWIA and with
FSI effects taken into account, are presented. Moreover, asymmetries are also shown in the
most favorable kinematics for gathering information on both i) the structure function g1(x)
of a bound nucleon and ii) the hadronization process. In Section V, conclusions are drawn
and perspectives presented.
II. THE CROSS SECTION
The differential cross section for the generic SiDIS process depicted in Fig. 1 can be
written [8, 30] as follows
dσ
dϕedxBjdy
=
α2em mNy
Q4
Lµν(hl)W
s.i.
µν (SA, Q
2, Ph). (1)
where, for incoming and outcoming electrons, Q2 = −q2 = −(k − k′)2 = ~q 2 − ν2 =
4EE ′ sin2(θe/2) is the 4-momentum transfer (with ~q = ~k − ~k′, ν = E − E ′ and θe ≡ θ~̂k~k′);
y = ν/E , xBj = Q2/2mNν the Bjorken scaling variable, mN the nucleon mass, αem the
electromagnetic fine structure constant and Ph the detected-hadron 4-momentum.
The leptonic tensor Lµν is an exactly calculable quantity in QED. In the ultra relativistic
limit it gets the form
Lµν(hl) = 2
[
kµk
′
ν + k
′
µkν − (k · k′)gµν + ihlεµναβ kα qβ
]
, (2)
where he is the helicity of the incident electron and the Levi-Civita tensor εµναβ is defined
as ε0123 = −1. The semi inclusive (s.i.) hadronic tensor of the target with polarization
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four-vector SA and mass M
2
A = P
2
A is defined as
W s.i.µν (SA, Q
2, Ph) =
1
4πMA
∑
X
〈SA, PA|Jµ|Ph, X〉〈Ph, X|Jν |SA, PA〉
(2π)4δ4 (PA + q − PX − Ph) dτX dPh
2Eh(2π)3
. (3)
where the covariant normalization 〈p|p′〉 = 2E(2π)3δ (p− p′) has been assumed and dτX
indicates the suitable phase-space factor for the undetected hadronic state X . It should be
pointed out that in Eq. (3) the integration over the phase-space volume of the detected
hadron, h, does not have to be performed.
A. PWIA
Within PWIA, the complicated final baryon states |Ph, X〉 are approximated by a tensor
product of hadronic states, viz
|Ph, X〉PWIA = |PA−1〉 ⊗ |Ph〉 ⊗ |X ′〉
where |PA−1〉 is a short notation for indicating the state of the fully-interacting (A − 1)-
nucleon system, which acts merely as a spectator, |X ′〉 the baryonic state, that originates
together with |Ph〉 from the hadronization of the quark which has absorbed the virtual
photon, and of the other colored remnants. Due to such an approximation of the final
states, one can relate the nuclear tensor W s.i.µν (SA, Q
2, Ph) to the one of a single nucleon
ws.i.µν (SN , Q
2, Ph), by performing the following steps: i) approximating the nuclear current
operator Jµ by a sum of single nucleon operators j
N
µ , ii) disregarding the coupling of the
virtual photon with the spectator system (given the high momentum transfer), iii) neglecting
for the present study the effects of the boosts (that will be properly taken into account in a
Light-front framework elsewhere [36]) and iv) inserting in Eq. (3) complete sets of nucleon
plane waves and (A− 1)-nucleon interacting states, given by
∑
λ
∫
dPN
2EN(2π)3 |λ, PN〉〈λ, PN | = 1
∑∫
ǫ∗A−1
ρ
(
ǫ∗A−1
) ∫ dPA−1
2EA−1(2π)3
|Φǫ∗A−1,PA−1〉〈Φǫ∗A−1,PA−1| = 1 (4)
where PN ≡ {EN =
√
m2N + |PN |2,PN}, Φǫ∗A−1 is the intrinsic part of the (A − 1)-nucleon
state, with eigenvalue ǫ∗A−1, and EA−1 =
√
(M∗A−1)2 + |PA−1|2 with M∗A−1 = ZA−1mp+(A−
1− ZA−1)mn + ǫ∗A−1. The symbol with the sum overlapping the integral indicates that the
(A−1) system has both discrete and continuum energy spectra: this corresponds to negative
and positive values of the eigenvalue ǫ∗A−1, respectively. In Eq. (4), ρ
(
ǫ∗A−1
)
is the proper
state density, that for A = 3 in the two-body break-up (2bbu) and three-body break-up
(3bbu) reads
ρ2bbu =
1
(2π)3
, ρ3bbu =
1
(2π)6
mN
√
mNǫ
∗
2
2
(5)
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In conclusion, one obtains the following expression of the nuclear tensor
W s.i.µν (S
A, Q2, Ph) =
∑
X′,λλ′
1
(2π)
∑
N
∫
dE OSˆAλλ′(pN , E)
1
2EN
〈λ′, p˜N |jNµ |Ph, X ′〉〈Ph, X ′|jNν |λ, p˜N〉
×(2π)4δ4 (PA + q − PA−1 − Ph − PX′) dτX′ dPA−1 dPh
2Eh(2π)3
, (6)
where i) PX′ + PA−1 is in place of PX , ii) the on-mass-shell four-momentum of the nucleon
is p˜N ≡ {EN =
√
m2N + |pN |2,pN} with pN = PA − PA−1 the nucleon three-momentum,
fixed by the translational invariance of the initial nuclear vertex (c.f. Fig.2), viz
〈Φǫ∗A−1,PA−1λ, p˜N |SA, PA〉 =
√
2EN 2EA−1 2MA (2π)3 ×
δ (PA −PA−1 − pN ) 〈Φǫ∗A−1,PA−1λ,pN |SA,ΦA〉 (7)
where ΦA is the intrinsic wave function of the target nucleus, with mass MA and the factor
in front of the delta function has been chosen in order to keep the notation of the intrinsic
nuclear part as close as possible to the non relativistic case, where the plane waves have
the normalization given by 〈p|p′〉 = (2π)3 δ(p− p′). As a final remark, let us remind that
(PA − PA−1)2 6= m2N . The effects of the nuclear structure in Eq. (6) are encoded in the
overlaps OSˆAλ′λ(pN , E), defined as
OSˆAλλ′(pN , E) =
∑∫
ǫ∗A−1
ρ
(
ǫ∗A−1
) 〈Φǫ∗A−1 , λ,pN |SA,ΦA〉〈SA,ΦA|Φǫ∗A−1, λ′,pN 〉 ×
δ
(
E +MA −mN −M∗A−1 − TA−1
)
. (8)
where TA−1 is the kinetic energy of the A − 1 system. In a non relativistic approach such
contribution is disregarded, leading to the identification of E with the usual missing energy,
E = ǫ∗A−1+BA, with BA the binding energy of the target nucleus. It should be pointed out
that mN − E is the energy of a nucleon inside the target nucleus, where the A− 1 system
acts as a spectator. It is important to emphasize that the overlaps are nothing else but the
matrix elements of the 2⊗2 spin-dependent spectral function of a nucleon inside the nucleus
A, with polarization SA [15], the crucial quantity to be introduced in the next section. The
diagonal part yields the probability distribution to find a nucleon in the nucleus A with
three-momentum pN , missing energy E and spin projection equal to λ. This entails the
following normalization
1
2
∑
λ
∫
dE
∫
dpN OSˆAλλ (pN , E) = 1 . (9)
In what follows we consider the polarized target in a pure state with the nuclear wave
functions having definite spin projections on the spin quantization axis, usually chosen
along the polarization vector SA. Accordingly, in the complete set of the nucleon plane
waves, the spin projections λ and λ′ are defined with respect to this direction. As for the
Cartesian coordinates, we adopt the DIS convention, i.e. the z axis is directed along the
three-momentum transfer q and the plane (x, z) is the scattering plane. Notice that, in the
DIS limit, the direction of the three-momentum transfer coincides with that of the lepton
beam, q || ke.
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Notice that the semi-inclusive tensor defined by Eq. (6) refers to both kinds of SiDIS.
Namely, the standard SiDIS implies integrations over dτX′ and dPA−1, while for the spectator
process the integrations are performed over dτX′ and dPh/[2Eh(2π)
3], respectively. By
inserting Eq. (6) in Eq. (1), the cross section for standard SiDIS, when the hadron h is
detected, is obtained as follows
2Eh
dσ(hl)
dϕedxBjdydPh
=
α2em y
2Q4
Lµν(hl)
∑
λλ′
∑
N
∫
dpN
∫
dE
mN
EN
ws.i.µν (pN , Ph, λλ
′)OSˆAλλ′(pN , E) ,
(10)
where the integration over PA−1 has been traded off with the one over pN = PA − PA−1,
and the semi-inclusive nucleon tensor (cf. Eq. (3)) is given by
ws.i.µν (pN , Ph, λ
′λ) =
∑
X′
〈p˜N , λ′|jµ|Ph, X ′〉〈Ph, X ′|jν |p˜N , λ〉δ4 (pN + q − Ph − PX′) dτX′ . (11)
where pN = PA − PA−1 ≡ {mN − E,pN} is such that p2N 6= m2N = p˜2N . The cross section
for the spectator SiDIS (when the slow (A− 1) system is detected) has the same structure.
However, in this case, the integration over the hadronic variables Ph has to be performed
and the nucleon tensor is of a pure inclusive DIS nature, viz
wDISµν (pN , Q
2, λ′λ) =
1
(2π)
∑
X′′
〈p˜N , λ′|jµ|X ′′〉〈X ′′|jν |p˜N , λ〉(2π)4δ4 (pN + q − PX′′) dτX′′ .(12)
In Eq. (12), the final state X ′′ could be X ′+h, with the notation in Fig. (2), but, obviously,
could be any other state accessible from the given initial state. In this case, the cross section
becomes
dσ(hl)
dϕedxBjdydPA−1
=
α2em y
2Q4
Lµν(hl)
∑
λλ′
∑
N
∫
dE
mN
EN
wDISµν (pN , Q
2, λ′λ)OSˆAλλ′(pN , E)
(13)
h
~A
~l
l′
Q2 X ′
A− 1
N
FIG. 2: Diagrammatic representation of SiDIS processes in PWIA. In standard SiDIS reactions, the hadron h,
originated from the current quark fragmentation, is detected. In spectator SiDIS processes, the (A − 1)-nucleon
system is detected in place of the hadronic state h.
In conclusion, Eqs. (10) and (13) show that the central quantities for describing SiDIS
reactions in PWIA are i) the overlap integrals OSˆAλλ′(pN , E) which contain information on the
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nuclear structure effects and ii) the suitable tensor wµν of a moving nucleon. In particular,
the antisymmetric part of the nucleon tensor is the basic ingredient in the evaluation of
proper cross section asymmetries, that represent the main goal of the experimental investi-
gation of SiDIS reactions.
B. The antisymmetric tensor waDISµν of a moving nucleon
In this paper we focus on the spectator SiDIS, and in particular on the asymmetries
of the cross sections, obtained properly varying the polarization of the involved particles.
Therefore, the antisymmetric part of the nucleon tensor wDISµν (cf Eq. (12)) is the relevant
quantity. Following Ref. [15] (see also Ref. [14]), the antisymmetric part of the tensor for
a nucleon with a definite polarization SN is given by
wa,DISµν (pN , Q
2, λ′λ) = 〈λ′|wˆaNµν |λ〉 (14)
where the operator wˆaNµν (pN , Q
2, SN) in Eq. (14) can be written as [12, 14, 15, 37]
wˆaNµν (pN , Q
2, SN) = iεµναβq
α
[
mN Sˆ
β
NG
N
1 (Q
2, pN · q)
+
GN2 (Q
2, pN · q)
mN
(
(pN · q)SˆβN − (SN · q)pβN
)]
, (15)
where the two scalar functions G1,2 are the polarized DIS structure functions. and the
quantity SˆN is the four-vector polarization operator acting in the 2 × 2 spin space. It is
defined as
SˆβN =


(σpN)
mN
, β = 0
σ + pN
(σpN)
mN (EN +mN )
, β = 1, 2, 3
, (16)
with σ the usual Pauli matrices.
In standard SiDIS, the analogous of the operator wˆaNµν (pN , Q
2, SN) becomes a more com-
plicated object, since, within the quark parton model, it can be expressed as a convolution
of the TMDs with different quark fragmentation functions (see, e.g., Ref. [8]).
III. SPECTATOR SIDIS BY A POLARIZED 3HE TARGET
As shown in Eqs. (10) and (13), the nuclear effects in both SiDIS reactions are governed
by the overlap integrals OSˆAλλ′(pN , E). In this paper we focus mostly on the investigation of
nuclear effects, and therefore we consider the spectator SiDIS, that has a nucleon tensor,
wDISµν , with less uncertainties in the parton structure (calculations of the asymmetries for the
standard SiDIS process using different TMDs and fragmentation functions, in the planned
JLAB kinematics, will be reported elsewhere [36]). In particular, we consider the case of
a polarized 3He target, but as mentioned in the introduction, one can repeat the same
considerations for 3H, modulo the Coulomb effects. For the sake of simplicity, we choose the
simplest channel, namely the one with a deuteron in the final state, this means that one can
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address the proton structure functions inside the 3He target, while in the mirror nucleus one
can study the neutron structure functions. Generalization to the case when the detected
system is a two-particle state in the continuum is straightforward, but more involved, In
particular, we analyze polarized SiDIS with a longitudinal set up, i.e. the polarization of
the initial electron and the target nucleus are defined with respect to the direction of the
momentum transfer q. If the detected unpolarized (A− 1)-nucleon system is a deuteron,
ǫ∗A−1 = −BD and therefore the nucleon missing energy is just the two body break-up (2bbu)
threshold energy of 3He, i.e. E2bbu = B3He − BD. For the final state we have chosen, the
cross section reads
dσSˆA(he)
dϕedxBjdydPD
=
α2em mN y
Q4
Lµν(he)W
s.i.
µν (S
A, Q2, PD) (17)
In the asymmetry we are going to investigate, given by
∆σSˆA
dϕedxBjdydPD
≡ dσ
SˆA(he = 1)− dσSˆA(he = −1)
dϕedxBjdydPD
, (18)
only the antisymmetric part of both leptonic and nuclear tensors are involved. In particular,
the antisymmetric part of the hadronic tensor W s.i.µν in Eq. (17) reads
W a,s.i.µν (S
A, Q2, PD) =
∑
λλ′
1
2EN
〈λ′|wˆaNµν (pN , Q2, SN)|λ〉OSˆAλλ′(pN , E2bbu) . (19)
with the nucleon DIS tensor wDISµν (pN , Q
2, λ, λ′) given formally in Eqs. (12) and then ex-
plicitly in Eqs. (14) and (15). In the DIS limit, the nucleon structure function GN2 yields, at
the leading twist, a vanishing contribution to the measured cross section. Therefore, in all
the following calculations, contributions from GN2 are neglected. Then, the antisymmetric
part of the nucleon tensor becomes
〈λ′|wˆaNµν |λ〉 = iGN1 (Q2, pN · q)εµναβmNqα
∑
κ
(−1)κ 〈λ′|σ−κ|λ〉Tr
(
1
2
σκSˆ
β
N
)
.
= −i
√
3GN1 (Q
2, pN · q)εµναβmNqα
∑
κ
(−1)κ〈1− κ1
2
λ|1
2
λ′〉 Bβκ (20)
with
Bβκ ≡ Tr
(
1
2
σκSˆ
β
N
)
. (21)
Notice that Eq. (21) defines a ”double” vector with double indices: the index κ = 0,±1,
labels three four-vectors, with Lorentz index β. The latter has to be contracted with the cor-
responding index in the Levi-Civita tensor εµναβ , see Eq. (15). The Cartesian components
of Bβ are given by (a mixed notation is adopted, but self-explaining)
Bβi =


(pN)i
mN
, β = 0
δβi + (pN )
β (pN)i
mN (EN +mN )
, β = 1, 2, 3
(22)
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By placing Eq. (20) into Eq. (19), one can write the nuclear tensor as follows
W a,s.i.µν (S
A, Q2, PD) = i
1
2
GN1 (Q
2, pN · q)εµναβmN
EN
qα ×
×
∑
λλ′
∑
κ
(−1)κ
[
−
√
3〈1− κ1
2
λ|1
2
λ′〉OSˆAλλ′(pN , E2bbu)
]
Bβκ (23)
It can be seen that the dependence upon the index κ leads to a scalar product of two vectors,
viz
(P SˆA · Bβ) ≡
∑
κ
(−1)κP SˆA−κBβκ , (24)
where
P SˆAκ (pN , E2bbu) ≡ −
√
3
∑
λλ′
〈1− κ1
2
λ|1
2
λ′〉OSˆAλλ′(pN , E2bbu) (25)
are the spherical components of the vector P SˆA , that represents the contribution to the
spin-dependent spectral function from the polarization of the target nucleus (see Ref. [15]
for details) in a pure state with polarization SA (we reiterate that in Eq. (25) the spin
quantization is along the nuclear polarization SA). Then, the antisymmetric part of the
nuclear tensor reads
W as.i.µν (S
A, Q2, PD) = i
1
2
GN1 (Q
2, pN · q) εµναβmN
EN
qα
(
P SˆA · Bβ
)
(26)
For further purposes, let us write more explicitly the components of P SˆA both in spherical
and Cartesian coordinates. By using the spherical versors, one has
P SˆA = P SˆA|| e0 + P SˆA1⊥ e+ + P SˆA2⊥ e− (27)
where e0||SA (see, also [12, 15]) and
e0 =

 00
1

 , e+ = − 1√2

 1i
0

 , e− = 1√2

 1−i
0

 , (28)
or, in terms of Cartesian versors
P SˆA = P SˆAx ex + P SˆAy ey + P SˆAz ez. (29)
Usually, the DIS kinematics is defined in a coordinate system with the z-axis along the
three-momentum transfer q, whereas the quantization direction to determine the particle
polarizations is along the beam direction ke. In the Bjorken limit q ≃ ke and the two
directions coincide. This remark will become helpful once FSI are introduced. The x-axis
is then chosen to be either in the scattering or in the reaction plane; however, ey = [ez×ex].
In terms of the overlap integrals, Eq. (8), the components of P SˆA are expressed in spherical
basis by
P SˆA|| = OSˆA1
2
1
2
−OSˆA− 1
2
− 1
2
; P SˆA1⊥ = −
√
2OSˆA1
2
− 1
2
; P SˆA2⊥ =
√
2OSˆA− 1
2
1
2
, (30)
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and in Cartesian basis by
P SˆAz = P SˆA|| ; P SˆAx = 2ℜ OSˆA1
2
− 1
2
; P SˆAy = −2ℑ OSˆA1
2
− 1
2
, (31)
It should be noted that, since in Eq. (27) the last two terms are mutually complex
conjugated, one has only only two independent components, e.g., P SˆA|| and P SˆA1⊥ . This is a
consequence of the fact that in the considered reaction one has at disposal only two vectors,
SA and pN from which a pseudovector P SˆA can be constructed [15, 38], viz
P SˆA(pN , E) = SAB1(|pN |, E) + pˆN (pˆN · SA)B2(|pN |, E) . (32)
where B1(|pN |, E) and B2(|pN |, E) are scalar functions to be constructed from the overlaps.
By using Eqs. (30) and some algebra, it is easily seen that Eqs. (27) and (32) become
equivalent. It should be emphasized that in presence of FSI the spin-dependent spectral
function additionally depends upon the direction of the momentum transfer q, so that the
simple form given in Eq. (32) does not longer hold.
Let us analyze in more details the 2bbu contribution to the spin-dependent spectral func-
tion of a A = 3 nucleus, within the PWIA framework. In the actual calculations, both
the 3He (target) wave function and the deuteron one correspond to exact solutions of the
Schro¨dinger equation with the AV18 nucleon-nucleon potential [28]. In particular, for 3He,
the wave function of Ref. [39], but without Coulomb effects, has been adopted, namely it
can be applied for describing also 3H.
The overlaps OSˆAλλ′ in Eqs. (6) and (8) are explicitly written as
OSˆAλλ′(pN , E2bbu) =
∑
MD

∑
{α,α˜}
〈XMXLρMρ|1
2
MA〉〈X˜M˜X L˜ρM˜ρ|1
2
MA〉〈1MD 1
2
λ|XMX〉
〈1MD 1
2
λ′|X˜M˜X〉(4π)2iLρ(−i)L˜ρYLρMρ(pˆN)Y∗L˜ρM˜ρ(pˆN)Oα(|pN |, E2bbu)Oα˜(|pN |, E2bbu)
]
(33)
where the radial overlaps Oα(|pN |) are given by
Oα(|pN |, E2bbu) =
∫
dρ ρ2
∫
dr23 r23 jLρ(ρ|pN |)Rα(r23, ρ)ΨLD(r23) (34)
with ρ and r23 the two Jacobi coordinates: r23 = r2 − r3 and ρ = r1 − (r2 + r3)/2.
In Eq. (33), {α} denotes the quantum numbers of a ”deuteron-like” configuration, i.e.
Lρ, X, j23 = 1, L23 = LD = 0, 2 with the corresponding projectionsMρ,MX ,MD (see below).
Eventually Rα(r23, ρ) and ΨLD(r23) describe the target and deuteron radial wave functions,
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respectively, viz
〈σ1, σ2, σ3;T23, τ23, τ ;ρ, r23|3He; 1
2
MA;
1
2
Tz〉 =
= 〈T23τ23 1
2
τ |1
2
Tz〉
∑
LρMρ
∑
XMX
∑
j23m23
〈XMXLρMρ|1
2
MA〉 〈j23m23 1
2
σ1|XMX〉
×
∑
S23mS23
∑
L23M23
〈1
2
σ2
1
2
σ3|S23mS23〉〈L23M23S23mS23 |j23m23〉
×YL23M23(rˆ23) YLρMρ(ρˆ) φj23L23S23LρX (r23, ρ) (35)
with φj23L23S23LρX (r23, ρ) ≡ Rα(r23, ρ) , and
〈r23, |D; 1MD〉 = Ψ0D(r23)
r23
YMD011 (rˆ23) +
Ψ2D(r23)
r23
YMD211 (rˆ23) (36)
In Eq. (33), the φ-dependence of the overlaps, and in turn of P SˆA (cf Eq. (31)) is entirely
governed by the difference Mρ − M˜ρ, which does not depend upon the internal summation,
namely Mρ − M˜ρ = λ′ − λ. This implies, according to Eq. (30), that the parallel com-
ponent P||(pN , E) does not depend upon φ, while the perpendicular ones, P1⊥(pN , E) and
P2⊥(pN , E), have a functional dependence given by exp(∓iφ), respectively (see Ref. [12]).
A. Final state interaction effects
Let us now consider the effects of FSI. They are due to i) the propagation of the nucleon
debris formed after the γ∗ absorption by a target quark, followed by its hadronization and
ii) the interactions of the produced hadrons with the (A−1) spectator system, as schemat-
ically depicted in Fig. 3. Indeed, the calculation of such FSI effects from first principle
~A
~l
l′
Q2 X
A− 1
N
GEA
FIG. 3: A diagrammatic illustration of FSI in spectator SiDIS. The rescattering processes between the quark debris
and the nucleons inside the (A− 1) system are treated within a generalized eikonal approximation (GEA) [29].
represents a very complicated many-body problem, so that proper model approaches have
to be developed. To this end, one is guided by the observation that in the DIS kinematics
we are considering: i) the momentum of the spectator nucleus |PA−1| is small; ii) the large
momentum transfer |q| leads to a very large relative momentum between the debris (with
momentum pX) and the nucleon i (with momentum ki) inside the (A − 1) system, i.e.
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|(pX − ki)| ≃ |q| ≫ |ki| (remind that the distribution of |ki| is driven by the target wave
function); iii) the momentum transfer in the rescattering processes, i.e. when the debris
interacts with the nucleons inside the (A − 1) system, has the typical magnitude of the
high-energy elastic NN scattering, i.e. much smaller than the incident momentum pX of
the debris. In this case, the rescattering wave function can be approximated by its eikonal
form (in terms of T-matrix: T (pX ,ki;p
′
X ,k
′
i)→ T eik(pX ), that allows one to describe the
propagation of the debris produced after the γ∗ absorption by a target quark, while both
hadronization processes and interactions between the newly produced pre-hadrons and the
spectator nucleons take place. This series of soft interactions with the spectator system
can be characterized by an effective cross section σeff(z, Q
2, x) that depends upon time (or
the distance z traveled by the system X). Such an effective cross section allows one to
construct a realistic profile function, that determines the eikonal approximation (see below)
[29, 31, 34, 40]. As a result, in presence of FSI, the PWIA overlaps given in Eq. (8) should
be replaced by the suitable ones that encode FSI effects. In the 2bbu channel, where the
asymptotic three-momentum of the spectator system is PA−1 = PD, one has, for the matrix
elements of the one-body current, an expression that has the following schematic form
〈Sˆ(1, 2, 3){pX;PDΨD}|jNµ |ΨHe〉 =
∫
dpN 〈pX |jNµ |pN〉 〈pN ;PDΨD|SˆGl(1, 2, 3)|ΨHe〉(37)
where SˆGl(1, 2, 3), represents the debris-nucleon eikonal scattering S-matrix, that depends
upon the relative coordinates only, and it has been assumed to commute with jµ. This
leads to consider overlaps like 〈pN ;PDΨD|SˆGl(1, 2, 3)|ΨHe〉 (cf Eq. (6) in Ref. [29]). The
operator SˆGl(1, 2, 3) can be written as follows
SˆGl(r1, r2, r3) =
∏
i=2,3
[
1− θ(zi − z1)Γ(b1 − bi, z1 − zi)
]
, (38)
where bi and zi are the perpendicular and parallel components of ri (remind that r1 + r2 +
r3 = 0), with respect to the direction of the propagation of the debris pX . In the DIS
limit pX ≃ q and the eikonal S-matrix is defined with respect to q. This implies that a
dependence upon q has to be taken into account, but it is not explicitly indicated to avoid a
too heavy notation; however this will be recalled at the proper places. The profile function,
Γ, is given by
Γ(b1i, z1i) =
(1− i α) σeff (z1i)
4 π b20
exp
[
− b
2
1i
2 b20
]
. (39)
where r1i = {b1i, z1i} with z1i = z1 − zi and b1i = b1 − bi. It can be seen that, in
the present generalized eikonal approximation, unlike in the standard Glauber approach,
the profile function Γ depends not only upon the transverse relative separation but also
upon the longitudinal separation z1,i due to the z- (or time) dependence of the effective
cross section σeff (z1i) and the causal θ-function, θ(zi − z1). In principle, the effective cross
section, σeff (z1i) also depends on the total energy of the debris, W
2 ≡ P 2X = (pN + q)2.
However, if the energy is not too large and the hadronization process takes place inside the
nucleus (A− 1), the dependence on W 2 is weak, and the number of produced hadrons can
be taken constant. Therefore, one can assume σeff (z1i, xBj , Q
2) ∼ σeff (z1i) [29, 40]. In
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conclusion, within the adopted approximation, the overlaps that include the FSI effects are
given by
OSA(FSI)λλ′ (PD, E2bbu) =〈
SˆGl(1, 2, 3) {ΨPD , λ,pN} |SA,ΦA
〉〈
ΦA, SA|SˆGl(1, 2, 3) {ΨPD , λ′,pN}
〉
=
∑
MD

∑
{α,α˜}
〈XMXLρMρ|1
2
MA〉〈X˜M˜X L˜ρM˜ρ|1
2
MA〉〈j23m23 1
2
λ|XMX〉〈j˜23m˜23 1
2
λ′|X˜M˜X〉
〈l23µ231MS|j23m23〉〈l˜23µ˜231˜MS|j˜23m˜23〉〈LDmL1MS|1MD〉〈L˜Dm˜L1˜MS|1MD〉
O(FSI)α (PD, E2bbu) O
(FSI)
α˜ (PD, E2bbu) , (40)
where
O(FSI)α (PD, E2bbu) =
∫
dρ
∫
dr23e
iPDρSGl(r23,ρ)
ΨLD(|r23|)
|r23| YLDmL(rˆ23)
× YLρMρ(ρˆ)Yl23µ23(rˆ23) Rα(|r23|, |ρ|). (41)
with SGl(r23,ρ) the non-singular part of the matrix elements of SˆGl(1, 2, 3) (remind that the
adopted eikonal S-matrix is diagonal in the Jacobi-coordinate basis). A further issue is
represented by the fact that the direction of the target polarization-axis, kˆe, is not totally
parallel to the the direction which determines the eikonal S-matrix, i.e. pˆX . Indeed, in the
Bjorken limit, the momentum transfer q is almost parallel to the beam direction ke so that
in this case one can choose the quantization z-axis along the beam direction and perform
calculations of FSI effects within such a coordinate system, since kˆe ≃ qˆ ≃ pˆX . However,
at finite values of |q|, the beam direction differs from the direction which determines the
eikonal S-matrix. To reconcile the polarization axis and the eikonal approximation, one
needs to rotate the target wave function from the quantization axis of the polarization SA
to the system with z-axis along q, namely
〈θ, φ|Ψ3He〉SˆA = 〈θ′, φ′|D(0, α, 0)|Ψ3He〉qˆ =
= cos(α/2) 〈θ′, φ′|ΨM=1/23He 〉qˆ + sin(α/2) 〈θ′, φ′|ΨM=−1/23He 〉qˆ (42)
where the subscript indicate the direction of the z-axis with cosα = SˆA · qˆ. In this case,
the tensor W s.i.µν (SA, Q
2, Ph) in Eq. (6) is modified and reads as
W s.i.µν (SA, Q
2, Ph) = cos
2(α/2) W
1
2
1
2
µν + sin
2(α/2)W
− 1
2
− 1
2
µν + sinα
[
1
2
(
W
1
2
− 1
2
µν +W
− 1
2
1
2
µν
)]
(43)
where WMM
′
µν are defined with respect to the new axis, i.e. parallel to q. Then, introducing
the following overlaps with quantization axis qˆ
OMM′(FSI)λλ′ (PD, E2bbu) =〈
SˆGl(1, 2, 3) {ΨPD , λ,pN} |ΨMA
〉
qˆ
〈
ΨM
′
A |SˆGl(1, 2, 3) {ΨPD , λ′,pN}
〉
qˆ
(44)
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and making use of their property under complex conjugation, namely
OMM′λλ′ (PA−1, E) = (−1)M+M
′+λ+λ′
(
O−M−M′−λ−λ′ (PA−1, E)
)∗
, (45)
it can be shown that the contribution to the distorted spin-dependent spectral function due
to the target polarization takes the form
P SˆA(FSI) = cosαP
1
2
1
2
(FSI) + sinαP
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI) . (46)
where PMM′(FSI) are evaluated with quantization axis qˆ and the relations P
− 1
2
− 1
2
(FSI) = −P
1
2
1
2
(FSI)
and P−
1
2
1
2
(FSI) = P
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI) have been exploited (see Ref. [15]). As it happens in PWIA, PMM
′
(FSI)
can be can be decomposed as follows
PMM′(FSI) = PMM
′
||(FSI) e0 + PMM
′
1⊥(FSI) e+ + PMM
′
2⊥(FSI) e− , (47)
where PMM||(⊥) are defined in full analogy with Eq. (31), while PM−M||(⊥) are given by
P
1
2
− 1
2
||(FSI) =
1
2
[
O
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI)
1
2
1
2
−O
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI)
− 1
2
− 1
2
+ c.c.
]
,
P
1
2
− 1
2
1⊥(FSI) = −
1√
2
[
O
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI)
1
2
− 1
2
+O∗
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI)
− 1
2
1
2
]
,
P
1
2
− 1
2
2⊥(FSI) =
1√
2
[
O
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI)
− 1
2
1
2
+O∗
1
2
− 1
2
(FSI)
1
2
− 1
2
]
, (48)
In what follows, for the sake of brevity the diagonal components will be indicated by only
one projection, i.e. PMM(OMM)→ PM(OM).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, numerical calculations of the distorted spin-dependent spectral function
in the 2bbu channel are presented. Particular attention is paid to two typical kinematics,
known as parallel (pˆN ‖ zˆ, with zˆ ≡ qˆ) and perpendicular (pˆN ⊥ zˆ) kinematics. In the
unpolarized case, the spectral function within these two kinematics is influenced by rather
different physical effects. Namely, in the parallel kinematics, FSI are found to be negligibly
small and, accordingly, the process is suitable for studying the DIS structure function of a
bound nucleon; differently, in the perpendicular kinematics the FSI effects are predominant,
so that details of the hadronization mechanism can be probed [29]. Bearing this in mind, let
us consider the spectator SiDIS by a polarized target. Usually, all quantities are presented
in terms of the asymptotic three-momentum of the spectator system, PA−1. Moreover, to
keep the notation as close as possible to the one in the quasi elastic A(e, e′p)-reactions, we
introduce the missing momentum pmis ≡ PA−1 . Before going into the numerical analysis,
let us have a qualitative glance at the intrinsic structure of a polarized 3He nucleus (that
represents our test ground). It is known that such a nucleus basically represents a ”polarized
neutron”. As a matter of fact, in the polarized 3He the spin projections of the protons
almost (∼ 90%) cancel each other, and the nuclear polarization is governed by that of the
neutron [11] (see Fig. 4). This implies that, within PWIA when a deuteron acts as a
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FIG. 4: In a polarized 3He the total spin of the proton pair is basically zero, so that the neutron spin is mainly
directed along the target polarization. The proton-neutron spectator pair ”23” forms the deuteron with L23 ∼ 0 in
the final state. For an easy representation, the contribution of the D-state is not depicted.
spectator, the spin of the neutron in the final deuteron is expected to be directed along its
initial polarization, i.e. along the polarization of the target. Correspondingly, the parallel
component of the spin-dependent spectral function, P
1
2
|| = O
1
2
1
2
1
2
− O
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
, gets the main
contribution from the deuteron configurations with MD = 0 and MD = 1. This can
be easily understood considering only the deuteron S-wave in Eq. (40). Indeed putting
Lρ = LD = l23 = 0, one can see that in O
1
2
1
2
1
2
the component with MD = 0 contributes and
in O
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
the component with MD = 1 acts (cf Eq. (36)). Moreover, it turns out that
the contributions from MD = 0 (with an upward neutron polarization) and from MD = 1
have relative size 1/2 : 1, so that P
1
2
|| ≃ −12 O
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
and negative. Although the presence of
i) P - and D-waves in 3He and ii) the D-wave in the deuteron changes the simple scenario
depicted in Fig. 4, at low missing momenta one still expects that P
1
2
|| ≃ −12 O
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
.
In Fig. 5, the absolute value of P
1
2
|| is shown as a function of the missing momentum in both
the parallel (θmis = 180
o, φmis = 180
o), and perpendicular (θmis = 90
o and φmis = 180
o),
kinematics. The dashed lines correspond to the PWIA case, the solid line is
∣∣∣P 12||
∣∣∣ with
FSI effects included. As mentioned above, P
1
2
|| at low missing momenta is negative within
both kinematics, as indicated by the inset ”minus” sign. In the parallel kinematics (left
panel) at moderate values of |pmis| ∼ 2fm−1, P
1
2
|| in PWIA vanishes and at higher
|pmis| > 2fm−1 becomes positive. This is an important feature of the parallel component of
the spin-dependent spectral function since, as seen from Fig. 5, P
1
2
|| with FSI effects never
changes the sign, in both kinematics. This can be exploited to determine the presence
(and strength) of FSI. Notice that, similarly to the unpolarized case [29], FSI are negligible
at low values of |pmis| (since in this case one has a fast final debris, given pX ∼ q) while
the FSI contribution becomes sizable for |pmis| ≥ 1fm−1, where the equal sign holds for
the perpendicular kinematics (right panel). Furthermore, because of the non trivial angular
dependence in P
1
2
|| (cf Fig. 6), though in PWIA there be a zero at |pmis| ∼ 2fm−1 in
parallel kinematics and a minimum at |pmis| ∼ 1.5fm−1 in perpendicular kinematics, the
magnitude of FSI effects is much larger in this last setting. (cf. Fig. 4 of Ref. [29]).
In Fig. 6 we present the angular dependence of P
1
2
|| (pmis) for fixed values of the missing
momentum: |pmis| = 1fm−1 (left panel) and |pmis| = 1.8fm−1 (right panel). The choice
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FIG. 5: The absolute value
∣
∣
∣
∣
P
1
2
||
∣
∣
∣
∣
, relevant for a spectator SiDIS with a deuteron in the final state, for the
reaction 3 ~He(~e, e′ 2H)X, in the Bjorken limit, vs the missing momentum (pmis ≡ PD), in parallel, θmis = 180
o and
φmis = 180
o (left panel), and perpendicular, θmis = 90
o and φmis = 180
o (right panel) kinematics. Dashed line:
PWIA calculations. Solid line: calculations with FSI effects. The inset symbols, + and −, indicate the sign of
P
1
2
|| . Notice that P
1
2
|| with FSI effects remains always negative, while P
1
2
|| in PWIA changes sign only in parallel
kinematics.
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FIG. 6: The angular dependence of P
1
2
||
, for two values of the missing momentum. Dashed lines correspond to the
PWIA calculations. Solid lines include FSI effects.
|pmis| = 1fm−1 has been inspired by the fact that, as seen from Fig. 5, FSI effects are still
negligibly small (at least in the parallel kinematics), whereas |pmis| = 1.8fm−1 corresponds
to the region where the PWIA spectral function has a minimum, hence the FSI effects are
maximized. It can be seen that, at lower missing momenta, FSI effects are small and in the
backward hemisphere they can be safely neglected; at |pmis| = 1.8fm−1 the effects of FSI
are considerable, even predominant, in the whole range of the missing angle. It is worth
noting that Figs. 5 and 6 can offer hints for choosing the kinematics for both spectator and
standard SiDIS, in order to minimize or maximize FSI effects. Let us remind that for the
spectator SiDIS, in the first case one can address the structure functions of bound nucleons,
and in the second kinematics the hadronization mechanism can be probed (see below).
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FIG. 7: The x-component of the spin-dependent spectral function, relevant for a spectator SiDIS with a deuteron
in the final state. Left panel: P
1
2
x (pmis) vs |p|mis, in perpendicular kinematics, θmis = 90
o, for two values of φmis,
180o (solid line) and 90o (dashed line). Within such a kinematics the PWIA spectral function is exactly zero, so
that the P
1
2
x (pmis) is entirely due to the FSI effects. Right panel: angular dependence of P
1
2
x (pmis) for two values
of the missing momentum, |pmis| = 0.5fm
−1 (crossed lines) and |pmis| = 1.8fm
−1. Dashed lines: PWIA. Solid
lines: FSI effects are taken into account. Notice that, for a convenient presentation, the results corresponding to
|pmis| = 0.5fm
−1 have been rescaled by a factor 2 · 10−2.
Let us now briefly discuss the perpendicular components of the spin-dependent spec-
tral function, see Eqs. (30),(31) and (48). In the Bjorken limit, when qˆ becomes paral-
lel to the z-axis, that in our analysis is also the target polarization axis, i.e. zˆ||SA, one
can clearly see from Eq. (32) that P SˆA⊥ in PWIA is exactly zero within both the parallel
(i.e. pˆN ||SA) and perpendicular (i.e. pˆN ⊥ SA) kinematics, (recall that only the term
pˆN (pˆN · SA)B2(|pN |, E) can contribute to the perpendicular component of the spectral
function, since the term proportional to SAB1(|pN |, E) can contribute only to the parallel
one). 1. But in presence of FSI, the spectral function depends also upon the vector q (cf
below Eq. (38)), so that in Eq. (32) terms proportional to q must be included. In particular,
a term like ∼ pˆN (q · SA) will contribute in the perpendicular kinematics, causing P SˆA⊥ to
be different from zero. Therefore a nonzero value of P SˆA1(2)⊥, in the perpendicular kinematics,
undoubtedly points to FSI effects. Such a qualitative result can be obtained in a more rig-
orous way by closely inspecting Eq. (33), and investigating the dependence upon both φmis
and θmis. It can be seen that the dependence upon φmis is determined by Mρ−M˜ρ = λ′−λ.
This means that the parallel spectral function does not depend at all upon φmis, while the
φmis dependence of the perpendicular spectral function will be P SˆA1(2)⊥ ∼ exp(±iφmis). More-
over, the presence of the term ∼ YLρMρ(pˆN )Y∗L˜ρM˜ρ(pˆN) demonstrates that P SˆA1(2)⊥ identically
vanish at θmis = 0, π/2, π in PWIA, sinceMρ−M˜ρ = ±1. As well-known, the two spherical
harmonics can be expanded on terms like 〈LρMρL˜ρ − M˜ρ|L ± 1〉YL±1(pˆN ) that vanish for
θmis = 0, π. For θmis = π/2 the argument is less direct. The two spherical harmonics are
different from zero only if L˜ρ + M˜ρ and Lρ +Mρ are both even, but L˜ρ + Lρ is even and
1 One should not confuse the perpendicular and parallel kinematics, which refer to the direction of nucleon momentum pN
with the parallel and perpendicular components of the spectral function, which refer to the direction of the vector PSˆA
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M˜ρ + Mρ is odd. When the FSI effects are taken in to account, the previous product is
replaced with
∫
dρ⊥....JM(|pmis⊥|ρ⊥) ·
∫
dρ˜⊥....JM′(|pmis⊥|ρ˜⊥), where JM(M′) are the cylin-
drical Bessel functions and one has still M−M′ = ±1. It is clear that, in the parallel
kinematics (i.e. pmis⊥ = 0), at most only one Bessel function cannot vanish (JM(0) 6= 0
only for M = 0) and therefore P SˆA⊥ is zero even in presence of FSI for pmis⊥ = 0.
One should notice that for the spherical components one has P SˆA1⊥ =
[
P SˆA2⊥
]∗
, see Eq. (30),
but for numerical analysis it is more convenient to deal with real quantities, e.g. with the
Cartesian components P SˆAx and P SˆAy , see Eq. (31). Since P SˆAy (φmis) = −P SˆAx (π/2+φmis), it
is sufficient to analyze only one component, say P SˆAx . In the left panel of Fig. 7, the Bjorken
limit of P
1
2
x (φmis) is shown as a function of |pmis|, in the perpendicular kinematics and
two values of φmis. It can be seen that P
1
2
x , in comparison with P
1
2
|| (Fig. 6), is negligibly
small, and in the perpendicular kinematics is entirely governed by FSI. In the right panel
of Fig. 7, the angular dependence of P
1
2
x , both without and with FSI effects, is presented
for two values of missing momentum. As already mentioned, the PWIA calculations
vanish at θmis = 0, π/2, π. Moreover, it is seen that the x-component is much smaller
then the parallel P
1
2
|| in the whole range of θmis. Finally, from Fig. 7, one could get the
impression that, at θmis = 90
o the x-component of the spin-dependent spectral functions
vanishes both without and with FSI effects. This is because of the adopted linear scale of
the figure. Actually, while in PWIA P
1
2
x is exactly zero, the calculations with FSI show that
P
1
2
x (θmis = 90
o) ∼ 10−3.
A. Cross sections and asymmetries
In this subsection, the relevance of different components of the spin-dependent spectral
function is analyzed with respect to the application in spectator SiDIS processes with
polarized particles. For the sake of brevity, in what follows the notation K ≡ (ke + k′e) is
used. In DIS limit, because of the scaling phenomenon, instead of the structure functions
G1,2 one introduces the more familiar scaling functions g1N(xN ) = (pN · q)GN1 (Q2, pN · q)
and g2N(xN ) = (pN · q)2/m2NG2(Q2, pN · q), with xN = Q2/2q · pN It can be shown that in
the leading-twist approximation the contribution of the structure function g2N(xN) to the
cross section vanishes and, only g1N is relevant to describe the antisymmetric part of the
tensor wDISµν , Eq. (15). Therefore, the contraction of the antisymmetric nuclear tensor with
the leptonic one results in
Lµν(he) W
a,s.i.
µν (SA, Q
2, PD)∼− 2he mN
2EN
Q2GN1 (Q
2, pN · q)Kβ
(
Bβ · P SˆA
)
≡
= he
Q2mN
EN q · pN g1N(xN )

(K · P SˆA)+ (K · pN )
mN
(
pN · P SˆA
)
EN +mN
−K0
(
pN · P SˆA
)
mN

 .(49)
In order to experimentally single out the spin-dependent part of the cross section, one
measures asymmetries of the cross sections corresponding to the scattering of electrons with
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opposite helicities. In particular, the following asymmetry
∆σSˆA
dϕedxBjdydPD
≡ dσ
SˆA(he = 1)− dσSˆA(he = −1)
dϕedxBjdydPD
=
= 4
α2em
Q2zNE
mN
EN
g1N
(
xBj
zN
)(K · P SˆA)+ (K · pN)
mN
(
pN · P SˆA
)
EN +mN
−K0
(
pN · P SˆA
)
mN

 ,(50)
allows one to single out the spin-dependent part of the cross section in the spectator SiDIS
with a detected deuteron. In Eq. (50), we intentionally left the subscript N , since it can
be applied to both A = 3 polarized targets: 3He and 3H. However, the actual calculations
have been performed for ~3He and therefore N has to be substituted by p, i.e. g1N → g1p.
In Eq. (50) zN is proportional to the light-cone fraction of the momentum carried by the
nucleon in the nucleus, i.e. zN = (pN · q)/mNν ≈ 1 − pN3/mN ≈ Ap+N/P+A . It yields
a measure of the difference between xBj and xN , that is the actual variable upon which
g1N depends. The asymmetry in Eq. (50) has a factorized form, where the electromagnetic
part of the interaction (the spin-dependent structure function g1N) is separated from the
nuclear-structure effects (the term inside the square brackets, proportional to the spin-
dependent spectral function P SˆA) and some kinematical factors. Such a form shows that in
principle one can experimentally achieve a direct access to the spin-dependent structure
function of a bound nucleon, provided that the expression within the square brackets can
be reliably calculated. Indeed, in such a term, the nuclear part is intertwined with the
electron kinematics, i.e. the initial energy E and the energy transfer y = (E − E ′)/E , but,
fortunately, without a dependence upon xBj . This favorable circumstance allows one to
vary the kinematical variables upon which g1N depends independently from the ones of the
nuclear-structure P SˆA , as discussed below.
For the sake of concreteness, let us consider how to extract information on the bound
proton by using a 3He target in pure spin state, polarized along the incident electron beam
(remind that in the Bjorken limit it coincides with q and generalization to arbitrary polar-
ization is straightforward, see Eqs. (42)-(46)). This represents the longitudinally polarized
target setting. The transversely-polarized setting is quite important in the standard SiDIS,
as briefly discussed in the following subsection and in more detail in [36]. For a reliable
study of the structure function g1p in the spectator SiDIS, with a detected deuteron, one
has to minimize uncertainties induced by both the nuclear structure terms and FSI effects.
To this end, we fix the kinematics related to the spectral function, i.e. pmis, in such a
way that FSI effects are minimized, while we vary xN (possibly taking zN constant). As
clearly seen from Figs. (5), (6) and (7), the most appropriate choice for this purpose is
the parallel kinematics, θmis = 180
o and |pmis| ≃ 1fm−1. Within such conditions, one
can safely discard the contribution containing either the perpendicular components of the
spectral function P SˆA⊥ or terms proportional to |pN |2/2m2N = |pmis|2/2m2N << 1 (within
our approximation, recall that pN = −pmis). Then, for pmis ‖ ke one can approximate the
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FIG. 8: The reduced parallel asymmetry, Eq.(53), for the the reaction 3 ~He(~e, e′ 2H)X vs xN , with a longitudinally-
polarized target and choosing E = 12 GeV and Q2 = 6 (GeV/c)2. Dashed line: PWIA calculations. Solid line:
results with FSI effects. Left panel: calculations with |pmis| = 1fm
−1, i.e. swhere FSI effects are negligible, (cf.
Fig. 5). Right panel: the same as the left panel, but for |pmis| = 2fm
−1, i.e. where FSI effects are maximized and
dominate the PWIA calculations by two orders of magnitude. Notice that in this panel the absolute value is shown,
since the sign of the FSI calculation is negative (see text).
term inside the brackets in Eq. (50) as follows[
· · ·
]
≈ P
1
2
|| (pmis)E
[
2− y − Q
2
2E2 + (2− y)
|pmis|
mN
− |pmis|
2
2m2N
]
≈
≈ P
1
2
|| (pmis)E(2− y)
[
1 +
|pmis|
mN
]
. (51)
where P
1
2
|| (pmis) ≡ pˆN · P
1
2 (pmis) and
K · P 12 (pmis) = (E + E ′ cos θe)P
1
2
|| (pmis) + E ′ sin θeP
1
2
⊥(pmis) =
∼
[
E − Q
2
2E + E
′
]
P
1
2
|| (pmis) = E
[
2− y − Q
2
2E2
]
P
1
2
|| (pmis)
K · pN = −(E + E ′ cos θe) |pmis| = −E
(
2− y − Q
2
2E2
)
|pmis| . (52)
In order to have a ”pure” factorized form of the corresponding expressions, let us define the
reduced asymmetry in parallel kinematics as follows
∆σ‖ ≡ ∆σ
1
2 (θmis ∼ 180o)
dϕedxBjdydPD
/(
4
(2− y) α2em mN
Q2 EN
)
= g1N
(
xBj
zN
)
P
1
2
|| (pmis) . (53)
It is seen that the reduced asymmetry factorizes into two terms: one entirely determined by
the structure function of the bound nucleon g1N , that in the present calculation is g1p, the
second term being of a pure nuclear structure origin. We reiterate that Eq.(53) has been
obtained in the Bjorken limit and at low values of the missing momenta within the parallel
kinematics.
In Fig. 8 numerical calculations of the reduced asymmetry (53) for the reaction
3 ~He(~e, e′2H)X are presented within the parallel kinematics at fixed values of |pmis|, as a
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function of xN = xBj/zN , putting E = 12 GeV and Q2 = 6 (GeV/c)2 . This setting allows
one to determine i) pµN ≡ {MHe −
√
M2D + |pmis|2,pmis} ii) ν through pN · q = Q2/(2xN)
and iii) finally xBj and zN . The left panel of Fig. 8 shows the parallel asymmetry at
|pmis| = 1fm−1, i.e. in the case where the FSI corrections are small (cf Fig. (5)) and
the study of the proton structure function, g1p is highly feasible. It is very important to
note that the calculations with FSI effects have been arbitrarily multiplied by a factor of
two for making it distinguishable from the PWIA results. It should be pointed out that
with such a kinematical choice, one has PFSI|| (pmis) = PPWIA|| (pmis) ≈ 1 · 10−2 fm3, and
0.27 < xBj < 0.73, so that 0.73 < zN < 0.77. The right panel illustrates the case at
|pmis| = 2fm−1, where FSI effects are sizable: two order of magnitude larger than the
PWIA result. It is worth emphasizing that such a huge difference prevents a reliable extrac-
tion of g1p, at high missing momenta, even if the PPWIA‖ and PFSI‖ remain constant in the
whole range of xN investigated. For |pmis| = 2fm−1, the scaling variable xBj varies in the
interval 0.27 < xBj < 0.48, and 0.48 < zN < 0.51. As a final remark, we point out that,
in our calculations, we have taken into account the difference between ν and |q|, since in
the adopted kinematics the Bjorken regime is not fully reached. This causes zN to slightly
change with increasing xBj , at fixed values of |pmis| and θmis.
In order to tag the polarized EMC effect, i.e. if, how, and to what extent, the nucleon
structure function in the medium differs from the free structure function, one has to get rid
of the effects due to the distorted nucleon spectral function and other nuclear structure
effects. One has to consider a quantity which would depend only upon g1N(xBj). This can
be achieved by considering the ratio of parallel asymmetries, Eq. (53), measured at two
different values of the Bjorken-scaling variable x
(1)
Bj and x
(2)
Bj , leaving unchanged all the other
quantities. Therefore, exploiting the spectator SiDIS by a polarized 3He in 2bbu channel,
information on g1N(xN ) can be obtained from the following ratio
R||
(
x
(1)
Bj , x
(2)
Bj
)
=
∆σ‖(x
(1)
Bj ,pmis)
∆σ‖(x
(2)
Bj ,pmis)
=
g1N(x
(1)
Bj/z
(2)
N )
g1N(x
(2)
Bj/z
(2)
N )
. (54)
In the Bjorken limit z
(1)
N = z
(2)
N since zN ≈ 1 − |pmis|/mN and therefore Eq. (54) directly
reflects the xN -dependence of g1N .
Let us now focus on the possibilities of using the spectator SiDIS to get information on
the hadronization mechanism. As already discussed, for such purposes it is more convenient
to consider the perpendicular kinematics, namely when FSI are dominant. The kinematics
must be chosen in such a way that, by varying the missing momentum |pmis|, the argu-
ment of the nucleon structure function g1N(xN ) remains constant. In this case the reduced
asymmetry will depend only on the spectral-function components P
1
2
|| (pmis) and P
1
2
⊥(pmis).
In perpendicular kinematics, the term inside the square brackets in Eq. (50) becomes
(remind that in perpendicular kinematics pˆN · P SˆA = P
1
2
⊥(pmis) and moreover K · pN =
−|pmis| E ′ sin θe)
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FIG. 9: The reduced perpendicular asymmetry, Eq.(56), vs |pmis| for the process
3 ~He(~e, e′ 2H)X, with a
longitudinally-polarized target, choosing E = 12 GeV and Q2 = 6 (GeV/c)2, for two values of the invariant mass
WX . Dashed line: PWIA results. Solid lines: results with FSI taken into account. Left panel: calculations
corresponding to WX = 3.5 GeV , leading to xN ≈ 0.34. Right panel: calculations corresponding to WX = 4.1 GeV ,
that yields xN = 0.27.
[
· · ·
]
= P
1
2
⊥ (pmis)
[
E ′ sin θe + |pmis|
mN
(E + E ′)−E ′ sin θe |pmis|
2
2m2N
]
+ P
1
2
|| (pmis)
[
E + E ′ cos θe
]
≈ E
[
P
1
2
|| (pmis)
(
2− y − Q
2
2E2
)
+ P
1
2
⊥(pmis)
(
2− y
) |pmis|
m
]
≈ E (2− y)
[
P
1
2
|| (pmis) + P
1
2
⊥(pmis)
|pmis|
mN
]
. (55)
where also the term proportional to sin θe E ′/E has been disregarded, since in the DIS
kinematics it becomes negligibly small. As in the parallel case, let us define the reduced
perpendicular asymmetry
∆σ⊥ ≡ ∆σ
SˆA(θmis ∼ 90o)
dϕedxBjdydPD
/(
2(2− y)α2emmN
Q2EN
)
=
≈ g1N
(
xBj
zN
)[
P
1
2
|| (pmis) + P
1
2
⊥(pmis)
|pmis|
mN
]
. (56)
In Fig. 9 the reduced asymmetry for a spectator SiDIS by a polarized 3He target, with a
detected deuteron, is presented as a function of the missing momentum in the perpendicular
kinematics. In this case, one arranges the other kinematical variables in such a way that
xN remains constant in the whole range of the explored |pmis|. In particular, once |pmis|
is given, then the four-momentum pµN is determined (see above), and after fixing both Q
2
and the invariant mass of the debris, W 2X = (pN + q)
2, one can straightforwardly determine
xN = Q
2/(W 2X − p2N + Q2), and in turn y. Since the considered |pmis| is at most 1.5fm−1,
one can immediately realize that p2N ∼ m2N , and therefore xN is almost constant in the whole
range of |pmis|. From Fig. 9, it is seen that FSI effects increase with |pmis| and, for |pmis| >
0.6 fm−1, become dominant. Therefore, by measuring the perpendicular asymmetry and
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comparing with the PWIA calculations one can get information on the magnitude of FSI.
Since FSI are determined by the effective debris-nucleon cross section, this should provide
information on σeff , and in turn on the hadronization mechanism. Notice that the difference
between xBj and xN is due to the off-mass-shellness of the hit nucleon, i.e. p
2
N 6= m2N , but at
the considered values of |pmis|, this difference is negligibly small. Moreover, in the whole
range of |pmis| shown in Fig. 9, the value of xN remains almost constant. In the left panel,
xN ≈ 0.34 and the proton structure function amounts to g1p(xN ) ≈ 0.174.
In the right panel, the value of the invariant mass corresponds to an energy transfer
close to the experimental kinematical limit (ν ≈ 11.8 GeV ) and it is reached when electrons
scatter in the backward hemisphere. For this reason |pmis| is kinematically constrained,
with a cut < 1fm−1. Moreover one has xN = 0.273 and g1p(xN ) ≈ 0.218. As in the left
panel, both PWIA and FSI nuclear-structure contributions are negative.
B. Discussion
The previous calculations, regardless of the direction of the polarization vector SA, show
that all partial components of the spin-dependent spectral function, Eqs. (30), (31) and (48),
are different from zero, once FSI effects are taken into account. However, as expected, the
components along SA are much larger than the ones in the perpendicular direction (cf Figs.
(5) and (7)). When the asymmetries, Eq. (50), are considered, one can see that the perpen-
dicular component of the spectral function can appear only in scalar-product combination
with pN . This leads to a further reduction, by a factor |pN |/mN . Therefore, the perpendic-
ular component of the spectral function can be safely neglected in the spectator SiDIS by a
proper choice of kinematics. But, in general, the contribution of components perpendicular
to the nuclear polarization vector cannot be ”a priory” disregarded. In particular, if one
considers a standard SiDIS reaction, i.e. with a fast hadron detected, and a transversely-
polarized 3He target, i.e. SˆA ⊥ kˆe ∼ qˆ, one should pay attention to FSI effects, since the
contribution of the perpendicular components to the asymmetries can be, in principle, siz-
able. The above mentioned SiDIS process is relevant for extracting the neutron transversity,
but also Collins and Sivers functions, and therefore it has to be carefully investigated. This
analysis will be presented elsewhere [36], but from the present study one can extract some
general considerations and develop some expectations. In the transversely-polarization set-
ting of the target, the nuclear tensor contains contributions from both diagonal and non
diagonal terms, viz (cf Eq. (43))
W s.i.µν (SA⊥, Q
2, Ph) =
1
2
W
1
2
1
2
µν +
1
2
W
− 1
2
− 1
2
µν +
[
1
2
(
W
1
2
− 1
2
µν +W
− 1
2
1
2
µν
)]
. (57)
This entails that one has to calculate the whole polarization contribution to the spin-
dependent spectral function, as given in Eqs. (31) and (48), in order to get information
on FSI effects in standard SiDIS. Moreover, in standard SiDIS, the (A − 1) nucleus is not
detected and one needs to integrate over all the values of the missing momentum, see Eq.
(10). Indeed, since in the present paper we have evaluated the diagonal PMM(FSI), one can
infer that there should be kinematical ranges where FSI could modify the PWIA cross sec-
tions, but not necessarily the asymmetries. In particular, Fig. (5), where the diagonal
|P
1
2
‖ (pmis)| is shown for the parallel and perpendicular kinematics, indicates the kinemati-
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cal region where one should expect large FSI effects, (remind that the diagonal P
1
2
⊥(pmis)
is always quite small). Here we notice that, in principle, FSI effects on the cross section
could be properly minimized if one measured a more exclusive SiDIS process, where both
the (A − 1) spectator and the fast hadron are detected, i.e by considering the reaction
l + ~A = l′ + h + (A− 1) +X with a fast hadron h and a slow (A− 1) nucleus.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In summary, we introduced a novel nuclear distribution function for investigating the semi-
inclusive deep-inelastic scattering of polarized leptons by a polarized A = 3 nucleus. Such a
distribution function, the distorted spin-dependent spectral function, has been evaluated for
an A = 3 nucleus, by using the three-body wave function [39] corresponding to the realistic
AV18 NN interaction [28]. Our calculations should make more reliable the extraction of
information on a bound nucleon, with a particular aim of providing a refined treatment of a
polarized 3He target, that, as well-known, represents an effective neutron target, and plays a
fundamental role for obtaining observables for the neutron like i) transversity and ii) Collins
and Sivers functions, i.e. the main physical motivations of forthcoming experiments with a
transversely-polarized 3He [17].
As a first step, we gave the formal expression of the nuclear tensor in terms of the nu-
clear overlaps, i.e. the transition amplitude between the target wave function and a state
given by the Cartesian product of a nucleon plane-wave and the fully-interacting state com-
posed by the remaining (A− 1) nucleons. Within such a formalism the nuclear tensor can
be factorized in a nucleonic tensor and the proper combination of the above mentioned
overlaps, that in turn yield the well-known PWIA spin-dependent spectral function. The
FSI effects have been introduced through a generalized eikonal approximation, successfully
applied to the description of unpolarized spectator SiDIS processes [29]. The spectator
SiDIS reactions, where a slowly-recoiling (A − 1) systems is detected in coincidence with
the scattered lepton, differently from the standard SiDIS, where a fast hadron, produced
after the virtual-photon absorption by a quark inside the bound nucleon is detected, have
been chosen as a test-ground for our approach. In particular, we have applied our formalism
to the reaction 3 ~He(~e, e′ 2H)X , with a longitudinally-polarized target. The investigation of
the spin-dependent spectral function needed for describing the previous spectator SiDIS has
allowed to single out a kinematical region where the FSI can be minimized, and therefore
one can safely extract the polarized structure function of a bound proton, g1p, and a region
where the FSI has a maximal effect. There, one can address the issue of the hadronization
in a nuclear medium. The analysis of this spectator SiDIS, though less complicate and
less numerically-demanding than the standard one, provide valuable information on a nu-
cleon bound in a nucleus, shedding some light on the polarized EMC effect, and moreover
allows us to calibrate our approach for the next application to the standard SiDIS by a
transversely-polarized 3 ~He. In this case we have to extended the calculation of the distorted
spin-dependent spectral function to the off-diagonal terms, i.e. to the combination of the
nuclear overlaps corresponding to target states with different spin projections, and then to
integrate over a suitable (given by the experimental kinematics) range of missing momentum
and energies of the (A−1) system. Seemingly, this task appears highly non trivial from the
numerical point of view, while from the theoretical side the whole formalism can be derived
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following Eq. (45) and generalizing Eq. (40). Coming back to the spectator SiDIS, the
approach presented in this paper, and the numerical results for the spin-dependent spectral
function (cf Figs. 5, 6 and 7), can be applied to a polarized Tritium target, since for the time
being we have disregarded the Coulomb effects. Through the reaction 3~H(~e, e′ 2H)X one
could address the issue of the structure function of a bound neutron, g1n and, analogously to
the 3He case, the hadronization process involving a quark inside a bound neutron. In spite
of the apparent difficulties to get a a polarized 3H target, one could conceive its construction
as not impossible in a not too distant future, since in the last decade an impressive amount
of R&D achievements has made available an unpolarized Tritium target for planned and
approved experiments [35].
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